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Elements of a Successful Team
By Jeff Ruch, Summer Catalyst Intern

 
As someone who spent twelve years participating in organized sports, the word team
became a major part of my life. Between football and basketball, I have played on over 30

different teams. Through my experience, I have learned that every team is different. I have

been a part of championship teams and teams that struggled to win. And while talent

level contributes to successful teams, it is not the only factor in play.

Unity, commitment, trust, selflessness, and respect are often associated with winning

teams. Conversely, discord, selfishness, and disrespect often describe less successful

teams.

Teams that are about “we” instead of “me” foster a sense of being on the same page and

pulling in the same direction towards the goal. If the team has a common goal and its

members care more about reaching the goal than they do about getting the credit, the

team will succeed. The quote on the wall in my high school locker room embodied our
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team motto: “Together, Everyone Accomplishes More.” When individuals grasp that

concept, the team is bound for success.

 

As a Catalyst Intern for The C4 Group, I have the opportunity to observe their team model.

The C4 Group has a team dynamic that is unlike any team that I have been a part of.

People often speak of the characteristics of a successful team, but it is rare to be a part of

a team like the C4 Group that actually embodies these characteristics.  

Legendary UCLA men’s basketball coach John Wooden, is widely considered one of the

greatest coaches of all time and has written numerous books on leadership and success.

He profoundly states, “It is amazing how much can be accomplished if no one cares who

gets the credit.” The C4 Group team cares more about getting the job done, which is

helping people, than it does about getting credit, and it has allowed the team to

accomplish more.

 

One of our motto’s is “loosely professional, tenaciously prepared” and each person here

embodies that motto. The loosely professional part refers to our office environment; we

have fun here. The tenaciously prepared speaks to doing all things with excellence. We act

like a team and value every part that contributes to success. As an intern, I feel like a

valued member of the team. That is the difference here at The C4 Group, each member of

our team is treated like their contribution matters equally. One secret to a successful

team is realizing that the people who make up the team matter. The C4 Group team has

made that realization and is acting on it. At the C4 Group, we know that “Together

Everyone Accomplishes More” and we have a blast while doing it.

 

If you are looking to build your team, volunteer base, and/or community engagement

coalition, integrating these principles will strengthen those efforts. Here are some



questions to consider as you strive to create thriving teams:

 

Looking at the words that describe a successful team (Unity, commitment, trust,

selflessness and respect) which words currently describe your team? What words would

your team members use to describe your team?

 

Looking at the words that describe an unsuccessful team (discord, selfishness, and

disrespect), are any of them characteristic of your team? Would your team say that any of

those words are in play at times in your team dynamics?

 

What climate does your organization intentionally create? What do you need to protect?

What might need to change or adapt in order to strengthen our desired climate?

Do your team members feel like valued members of your team? What do you feel like you

contribute to your team and organization? What do you think your team members

contribute to your team and organization?  

What is one thing I can do today to show my teammates that I value them?

“Seek opportunities to show you care. The smallest gestures often make the biggest

difference.” ― John Wooden

Thank you for your continued giving and ongoing support. We consider you a
valuable member of our team and your contributions bring hope and needed help to
so many!
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